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Get fresh
Spring is around the corner and it’s time to
refresh your interiors ready for the brighter
days ahead with our expert tips, writes
interiors editor CAROL BURNS

THE COLOUR of 2017 has been pronounced
as green. It began with Pantone’s Greenery
and suddenly interiors and accessories
everywhere are going green in response.
But how do you use it? Outside of the
garden, where it works so effortlessly in a
profusion of tones and textures, green can
be a tricky colour to use: spring makes you
think of acidic yellow tones of green by day,
while darker luxurious greens work well on
textures in ﬁrelight. Confused? Thankfully,
there are some great paint companies out
there offering their take on the new trend.
“Luxurious comfort is key,” says Caroline
Palk from interior designers Ashton
House Design (ashtonhousedesign.co.uk).
“Focus on seriously good sofas with extra
depth, generous ‘love seats’, daybeds and
ﬂoor cushions. Layer these with plenty of

texture and warm colour using wool, linen
and wood as the natural ingredients.
“It may sound like a cliché but 2017 really
is all about bringing the outside in. Think
cool blues, greens, greys and pearl whites
– reminiscent of the sea. We are, after all,
surrounded by stunning coastline here
in the South West. Dulux have made bold
claims for 2017 with their ‘Denim Drift’ paint
colour whilst Pantone’s ‘Greenery’ offers
spring in its step by its very nature – a fresh
and zesty yellow/green. Add a rich emerald
to these palettes in lieu of 2016’s midnight
blue and you could be on to something!
“Natural timber, woven wicker, terracotta
and cork, all look to be in favour. Walls
can offer great surface solutions to these
must-have materials. Faux timber needn’t
be in a natural palette – think smoky

Velvet furniture
Goya Bench from £1,165,
thesofaandchair.co.uk

Fairbanks Lounger in Tate Velvet Kingfisher by John Sankey at
Orange Tree, Darts Farm, theorangetreeshop.co.uk
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Velvet Pablo Ottoman, £2,050
from thesofaandchair.co.uk
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Tiles have come out of the
bathroom and kitchen
and are finding their way
on to our walls to create a
great alternative to paper.
devontiles.co.uk

Add texture with
this smoky blue
faux timber
wallpaper from
Ashton House
Designs
ashtonhousedesign.
co.uk
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blue and you have a great canvas from
which to plan your scheme. Add in some
compulsory zing – brass and gold of course
– move over copper and rose gold!”
It’s been gone for too long but that most
opulent of materials, velvet, is this season’s
upholstery trend. And one look (and feel) of
the range on offer shows us why. Following
in the footsteps of fashion collections, the
plush shimmery fabric is at its best in dark
berry and jewel colours and works well as a
statement piece as well as somewhere cosy to
curl up and wait for the spring. For longevity
– and luxury – go for the best quality you
can afford: Velvet made entirely from silk is
rare and carries a heavy pricetag. Cotton is
also used to make velvet, it can also be made
from ﬁbres such as linen, mohair, and wool.
“We’ll be introducing adorable pastels into
our homes, and re-imagining traditional
velvets,” says Li Case, director at Orange

Tree (theorangetreeshop.co.uk).
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“Silvers and greys will continue and
complement the new trend of nature
and hope in a fresh new beginning. John
Sankey have introduced a new fabric
called ‘Leoni Velvet’ which embraces all
of this with its beautiful mineral tones.
“This doesn’t mean you have to throw
everything out and start again as we
are increasingly seeing the use of a nice
balance of old with new, and everything
in between. Must-have accessories will
be throws and blankets. Helen Moore do
very luxurious faux fur throws in a vast
range of colours, including delicate pastels
and also brilliant jewel-like tones.
“As far as fabrics go, velvet continues strong
as do classic tartans, checks and houndstooth.
Also, be on the lookout for delicately
embossed, mixed materials that add a subtle
sense of reﬁnement. Faux furs and natural
fabrics (such as linen) are still on trend.”
“I ﬁnd that I achieve so much more during
spring and summer months and I know the
reason is light – it makes me feel energised
and up-beat,” says Karen Chugg, managing
Moorgate chair in
Knebworth Red
from Sofas and Stuff
sofasandstuff.com

Farrow and Ball’s (farrow-ball.com) new colour palette includes Studio Green
It’s out with the cools and minimalist style of 2016 and in with the warmer,
heartier and deeper colours with patterns and making your interior style your
own rather than being matchy matchy next year. The Matthew Williamson
Collection is available in 40 exclusive fabrics from cookesfurniture.co.uk
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director of South West tech experts Intelligent
Abodes (intelligentabodes.co.uk). “Lighting
is an essential ingredient for a positive
mood and this is supported by research.
“A few simple changes to the lighting in your
home combined with lighting control, which
provides you with the ability to change the
lighting instantly to suit the task, can really
make a difference to how your home looks.
For example, if you have a large open plan
kitchen/living area where you cook, relax,
play, entertain, work and watch TV, then
changing the lighting scene by touching one
button will support all those activities more
effectively than simply having all the lights on.
“The lighting can also be adjusted to suit
the time of year, so in winter months we
need more light and in summer months less.
A simple concept with a smart solution – the
lighting control is intuitive, responding
to your needs and controlling natural
and generated lighting to complement
your living, whatever the season.
“Don’t neglect your external spaces
– lighting is not only restricted to the
internal space. Perhaps you can integrate
outdoor lighting and water features so
that you can extend your living area.” 
somerset-life.co.uk

